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Abstract

The dynamics of phase transitions (PT) in quantum field theories at finite
temperature is most accurately described within the framework of dimensional re-
duction. In this framework, thermodynamic quantities are computed within the
3-dimensional effective field theory (EFT) that results from integrating out the
high-temperature Matsubara modes. However, strong-enough PTs, observable in
gravitational wave (GW) detectors, occur often nearby the limit of validity of the
EFT, where effective operators can no longer be neglected. Here, we perform a
quantitative analysis of the impact of these interactions on the determination of PT
parameters. We find that they allow for strong PTs in a wider region of parameter
space, and that both the peak frequency and the amplitude of the resulting GW
power spectrum can change by more than one order of magnitude when they are in-
cluded. As a byproduct of this work, we derive equations for computing the bounce
solution in the presence of higher-derivative terms, consistently with the EFT power
counting.
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1 Introduction

A first-order phase transition (PT) entails the sudden change on the vacuum expectation
value (VEV) of a scalar field in which two non-degenerate minima coexist. Thermally-
induced PTs in quantum-field theory (QFT) are often described within the imaginary-time
or Matsubara formalism [1], in which bosonic (fermionic) fields are periodic (antiperiodic)
functions of the imaginary time compactified over a radius of size 1/T , where T is the
temperature of the thermal bath. They can thus be treated as a Fourier series of thermal
modes in Euclidean spacetime. In the high temperature limit, this allows for an equiv-
alence between a 4-dimensional (4D) QFT at finite T and a regular 3-dimensional (3D)
Euclidean QFT.

It was long ago realised that computations within this framework present a num-
ber of difficulties, the main one being the Linde problem [2], namely the appearance of
short-distance non-perturbative effects from massless vector bosons in non-Abelian gauge
theories, which can be only captured with lattice simulations [3]. Even in the absence
of these states, there are at least two more challenges to tackle. First, loop calcula-
tions involve potentially large logarithms log T 2/m2, where m is a light mass, which can
jeopardize the validity of perturbation theory. Second, the computation of PT parameters
requires the evaluation of the effective action on the so-called bounce solution [4,5], that is
a non-homogeneous classical field configuration that interpolates between the two VEVs.
The usual construction of the effective action, built as a derivative expansion around a
constant-field configuration, is doomed to fail.

These two last difficulties find an elegant solution within the realm of effective field
theories (EFT) [6, 7]. Large logarithms can be broken into log (T 2/µ2) —which can be
minimised upon using a matching scale µ ∼ T—, and log (µ2/m2) —which can be summed
using the renormalisation group equations within the EFT [8]. A well-defined effective
action, in which only the modes responsible for the thermal transition are integrated out,
can be in turn constructed as an expansion in powers of m/T [9–11]. In this framework,
the contributions due to the non-homogeneity of field configurations such as the bounce
are systematically included through effective operators containing derivatives of the field.
Furthermore, the Linde problem can be also tackled this way, as the Euclidean EFT can
be directly simulated on the lattice [3, 12].

This is precisely the program of dimensional reduction, the foundations of which were
clarified in a seminal paper [13] about 30 years ago (see also Ref. [14]). Since then, it
has been applied to a variety of cases [15–33], most importantly for establishing that the
PT within the Standard Model (SM) is a cross-over [34]. It has been also instrumental
for reducing uncertainties in the determination of the gravitational wave (GW) stochastic
background that ensues from strong PTs. With very few exceptions [11,35], however, the
influence of effective operators, involving more than four scalar fields and/or more than
two derivatives, on this phenomenon has been neglected.

Based on a simple scalar model, in this paper we find that strong PTs occur often
at parameter space points where the EFT is close to the limit of validity. This can be
intuitively understood: strong PTs are characterised by v/T ≳ 1, where v ∼ m/

√
λ is

the VEV after the PT and λ stands for the scalar quartic coupling. Hence, unless λ≪ 1,
m/T is relative large. Within this regime, effective operators in the 3D EFT, formally
suppressed by higher powers of m/T , can in principle not be neglected. Hence, here we
study the effects of these interactions on the determination of PT parameters. On the
process, we face the challenge of computing the bounce in the presence of higher-order
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derivative terms, which we address using perturbation theory.
The article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model and its

corresponding dimensionally reduced EFT. We discuss the computation of the different
PT parameters in Section 3, putting emphasis on the invariance of physical ones under
(perturbative) field redefinitions. We present our main results, comparing the predictions
in the presence and in the absence of effective operators, in Section 4. We conclude in
Section 5. Finally, we collect a number of technical details in Appendices A and B.

2 Theoretical setup

We consider a model consisting of a real scalar ϕ and a massless fermion ψ. The 4D
Lagrangian in Minkowski space reads:

L4 =
1

2
(∂ϕ)2 − 1

2
m2ϕ2 − κϕ3 − λϕ4 + ψi/∂ψ − gϕψψ . (1)

At finite temperature in the imaginary-time formalism, each 4D field reduces to a tower
of 3D Matsubara modes of masses mn = 2πnT with n ≥ 0 (1) for bosons (fermions).
Therefore, in the high-T limit, the 3D EFT contains only the zero-mode of ϕ, which we
will refer to as φ.

For building the EFT, we match off-shell correlators with only the light, zeroth order
Matsubara mode of ϕ in external legs. Since our main goal is understanding the impact
of effective interactions, we for simplicity include only the effects of modes of ψ in the
loops, which dominate the matching because the first non-zero mode of the fermion is
lighter than that of the scalar (see Appendix A), and because the strong PTs that can be
studied within the regime of validity of the EFT necessarily have small λ and κ/T . This
implies that the EFT presents a Z2 symmetry φ→ −φ only broken by the trilinear term.

We assume the usual power counting [13], P ∼ m ∼ gT , and work to order O(g8).
This implies that, in the EFT, the only non-vanishing interactions are those of dimension
d ≤ 8 in 4D. The most general EFT Lagrangian with (broken) Z2 symmetry, that we
obtain with the help of BasisGen [36], in Euclidean form, reads:

L3 =
1

2
K3(∂φ)

2 +
1

2
m2

3φ
2 + κ3φ

3 + λ3φ
4

+ α61φ
6 + β61∂

2φ∂2φ+ β62φ
3∂2φ

+ α81φ
8 + α82φ

2∂µ∂νφ∂
µ∂νφ+ β81φ∂

6φ+ β82φ
3∂4φ+ β83φ

2∂2φ∂2φ+ β84φ
5∂2φ

+ · · · (2)

The first, second and third lines of Eq. (2) represent the zeroth, first and second order
in our perturbative expansion, respectively; the ellipses stand for higher-order terms that
we neglect in our analysis. Hence, for example, α61 is of the same order as β61, despite
the 3D energy dimensions of the first being [α61] = 0 while for the second [β61] = −1.

Including EFT operators of up to d ≤ 8 does not only allow us to explore more
accurately the parameter space where very strong PT take place; most importantly, it
gives us control on the validity of the EFT expansion (effects triggered by the dimension-8
interactions being significantly smaller than those of dimension-6 ones).

In the matching, we include only the dominant part of the one-loop contributions.
The detailed computations can be found in Appendix A, where we also discuss the (small)
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effects provided by neglected loops of scalars. Here we simply indicate the final result:

K3 = 1 +
g2

12π2
, m2

3 = m2 +
g2T 2

6
, κ3 = κ

√
T , λ3 = λT ; (3)

α61 = −7ζ(3)g6

192π4
, β61 = − 7ζ(3)g2

384π4T 2
, β62 =

35ζ(3)g4

576π4T
; (4)

α81 =
31ζ(5)g8

2048π6T
, α82 = − 31ζ(5)g4

10240π6T 3
, β81 = − 31ζ(5)g2

10240π6T 4
, (5)

β82 =
217ζ(5)g4

20480π6T 3
, β83 =

279ζ(5)g4

20480π6T 3
, β84 = −217ζ(5)g6

5120π6T 2
. (6)

The terms in the first line were first computed in Ref. [30], with which we find full
agreement.

Some of the operators above are physically equivalent, meaning that they can be re-
lated to one another via field redefinitions [37]. In accordance with our power counting,
these redefinitions can be taken to be perturbative. In practice, operators of the form
f(φ)∂2φ, that we label with β, can be removed from the Lagrangian through the trans-
formation φ→ φ+ f(φ), at the price of shifting the coefficients α.

Proceeding this way, with the help of Matchete [38], we find that the shifts in the
coefficients after all f(φ)∂2φ operators have been eliminated are:1

m2
3 → m2

3 + 2β61m
4
3 + (8β2

61 + 2β81)m
6
3 , (7)

κ3 → κ3 + κ3
[
6β61m

2
3 + (42β2

61 + 9β81)m
4
3

]
, (8)

λ3 → λ3 + 9β61κ
2
3 +

[
β62 + 30(5β2

61 + β81)κ
2
3 + 8β61λ3

]
m2

3

+
[
10β61β62 + β82 + β83 + 4(16β2

61 + 3β81)λ3
]
m4

3 , (9)

α61 → α61 + 4β62λ3 + 16β61λ
2
3 +

3

2
κ23
[
78β61β62 + 9β82 + 6β83 + 8λ3(68β

2
61 + 13β81)

]
+

1

5
m2

3

[
60α61β61 + 22β2

62 + 5β84 + 8λ3(64β61β62 + 7β82 + 5β83)

+16λ23(108β
2
61 + 19β81)

]
, (10)

α81 → α81 + 6α61β62 + 12λ3(3α61β61 + 9β2
62 + 7β84)

+ 16λ23(78β61β62 + 9β82 + 5β83) + 192λ33(16β
2
61 + 3β81) , (11)

α82 → α82 . (12)

1We have cross-checked these results with on-shell amplitude techniques in which the Lagrangians
before and after field redefinitions are required to give exactly the same 4D S-matrix; see section 3.6 of
Ref. [39] as well as Ref. [40].
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Figure 1: Effective potential below (left), at (middle) and above (right) Tc = 382.84 GeV,
as obtained for the potential without effective operators. The solid and dashed lines repre-
sent the situation with and without effective operators (EO), respectively; see the text for
details.

On top of these, the Z2-breaking terms α5φ
5 and α7φ

7 appear, with:

α5 = 3κ3
[
β62 + 12(5β2

61 + β81)κ
2
3 + 8β61λ3

]
+

3

2
κ3(46β61β62 + 5β82 + 4β83 + 304β2

61λ3 + 56β81λ3)m
2
3 , (13)

α7 =
3

10
κ3
[
120α61β61 + 49β2

62 + 10β84 + 4λ3(286β61β62 + 33β82 + 20β83)

+256λ23(16β
2
61 + 3β81)

]
. (14)

(Further trivial-to-compute corrections arise first upon normalising canonically the kinetic
term, φ→ φ/

√
K3, perturbatively.) This basis is particularly useful because it minimises

the number of operators with derivatives, which entail most numerical complications when
computing the classical bounce solutions.

In Fig. 1, we plot the effective potential (that is, the derivative-independent part
of L3) at T > Tc (left), T = Tc (middle) and T < Tc (right). Here, Tc stands for the
critical temperature, namely that at which the effective potential exhibits two degenerated
minima, φF and φT , computed in the absence of effective interactions. We have chosen a
model with (m2, κ, λ) = (31 643.5 GeV2,−71.1 GeV, 0.045).

3 Phase-transition parameters

PTs proceed through the nucleation of bubbles of vacuum energy [41,42]. These grow and
eventually collide, producing a stochastic background of GWs [43]. The main physical
parameters describing this dynamics are the nucleation temperature (T∗), the latent heat
(α), the inverse duration time of the PT (β/H∗) and the terminal bubble wall velocity
(vw).

Before entering into the definition of these quantities, let us mention that they are
all determined (at the classical level in the EFT) by the value of the 3D effective action
at classical solutions of the equations of motion (EOM), φc. The latter can either be
constant, which describes the extrema of the effective potential, or a bounce; namely a
non-homogeneous but spherically-symmetric field configuration that interpolates between
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φF and φT [4, 5]. We will study here the effects of higher-dimensional EFT operators
on the bounce solution and the corresponding action. This amounts to the inclusion of
higher orders in the expansion in powers of P/T ∼ m/T ∼ g. We will neglect additional
corrections coming from loops of the Matsubara zero modes.

At high temperature [44,45], for an action of the form

S3[φ] = 4π

∫ ∞

0

dr r2
[
1

2
φ̇2 + V3(φ)− V3(φF )

]
, (15)

where the dot stands for derivative with respect to r, the bounce is a solution of the
corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation:

φ̈+
2

r
φ = V ′

3(φ) , (16)

with boundary conditions φ̇(0) = 0 and limr→∞ φ(r) = φF . Without loss of generality,
we assume from now on that φF = 0.

The existence of bounce solutions in theories with an arbitrary potential with degen-
erate minima was proven by Coleman in 1977 [4]. In the presence of other derivative
interactions, however, it has not been proven whether such a solution exists. As a mat-
ter of fact, to the best of our knowledge, none of the dedicated tools for computing the
bounce [46–50] accepts derivative interactions other than the usual kinetic term.

Even if the bounce could be obtained in certain deformations of Eq. (15), doing so by
brute force must be avoided, because it spoils the EFT power counting. Computed this
way, the result for S3[φc], which is a physical quantity, depends on whether we work with
the Lagrangian of Eq. (2) or with any other field-redefined version of it. This resembles
very much the gauge dependence of the effective potential at its extrema if not computed
consistently in perturbation theory [51–53].

The correct way for computing the physical S3[φc], consistent with the perturbative
expansion used for the matching, relies on expanding both the classical bounce and the
action in powers of ϵ, a formal parameter that keeps track of the perturbative order:

φc = φ(0)
c + ϵφ(1)

c + ϵ2φ(2)
c + · · · , S3 = S

(0)
3 + ϵS

(1)
3 + ϵ2S

(2)
3 + · · · (17)

Here, ϵ is defined such that the terms in the first row of Eq. (2) are ϵ-independent, while
those in the second and third rows come with ϵ and ϵ2, respectively. At the end of our
calculations, we take ϵ = 1.

Requiring the bounce to be an extremal of S3, namely δ
δφ
S3|φc = 0, we obtain:

S3[φc] = S
(0)
3 [φ(0)

c ] + ϵS
(1)
3 [φ0

c ] + ϵ2

{
S
(2)
3 [φ(0)

c ] + 2π

∫ ∞

0

dr r2φ(1)
c

δS
(1)
3

δφ

∣∣∣∣
φ
(0)
c

}
+ O(ϵ3)

(18)

where φ
(0)
c is the bounce of the zeroth-order action, and with φ

(1)
c satisfying the following

differential equation:

φ̈(1)
c +

2

r
φ̇(1)
c − V

(0)′′

3 (φ(0)
c )− 1

4πr2
δS

(1)
3

δφ

∣∣∣∣
φ
(0)
c

= 0 (19)

with boundary conditions
φ̇(1)
c (0) = lim

r→∞
φ(1)
c (r) = 0. (20)
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Figure 2: Results before and after field redefinitions. Left: Value of S3[φc] computed up to
different orders in the EFT power counting. Right: Leading bounce and first correction;
see the text for details.

The mathematical details of this derivation, to arbitrary order in ϵ, are discussed in
Appendix B. Similar ideas have been used to compute the functional derivative of the
effective action at zero temperature [54, 55].

In order to further emphasise that S3[φc] computed this way is invariant under field
redefinitions, in Fig. 2, we show explicitly the value of this quantity in a scenario with
only non-vanishing Wilson coefficient β62 before and after the field redefinitions defined
by Eqs. (7)–(14). We also plot φ

(0)
c and φ

(1)
c . While the redefinition changes φ

(1)
c , physical

observables are invariant under it, since they depend on φ
(1)
c through the action S3[φc],

which does not change. We have chosen K3 = 1, m3 = 1.60 GeV2, κ3 = −3.40 GeV3/2

and λ3 = 1.34 GeV. Notice that, since there is only one operator in this case, we have
taken ϵ = β62 as our perturbative parameter.

With this information, assuming that the PT occurs in a radiation dominated epoch,
a precise definition of T∗, α and β/H∗ follows:2

• T∗: It is defined as the T at which the probability P ∼ (MPl/T )
4 e−S3(T ) for a single

bubble to nucleate within a Hubble horizon volume is ∼ 1. In first approximation,
this occurs when [56]

S3[φc] ∼ 100− 4 log
T∗

100GeV
. (21)

• α: It is defined as the ratio of energy density released in the PT to the energy
density of the radiation bath. Taking the effective number of degrees of freedom in
the plasma as determined in the SM, we have [43]:

α ≈ −0.03
V3(φT )

T 3
∗

. (22)

• β/H∗: It is defined as a characteristic timescale of the PT, assuming an exponen-
tially growing transition rate as the temperature decreases (or equivalently, after

2We remind the reader that these quantities are defined using the 3D Euclidean action, potential and
field, and thus have been adapted from the usual definitions in terms of their 4D counterparts so as to
reproduce the appropriate energy dimensions.
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Figure 3: Scatter plots with the minimum corrections for ∆V3/V3 ≡ V
(1)
3 (φ

(0)
T )/V

(0)
3 (φ

(0)
T )

and ∆φT ≡ φ
(1)
T /φ

(0)
T for several models; see the text for details.

linearising the bounce action with respect to the temperature) [43]:

β

H∗
= T∗

dS3[φc]

dT

∣∣∣∣
T∗

. (23)

One last parameter, the bubble wall velocity vw, enters also into the determination of the
GWs produced during the PT. It is by far the hardest to estimate, so here we simply
consider two different values, vw = 0.4 and 1. We find that the effect of varying vw has a
relatively mild impact in our analysis.

We note in passing that, just like for S3[φc], V3(φT ) must be computed perturbatively.
That is:

V3(φT ) = V
(0)
3 (φ

(0)
T ) + ϵV

(1)
3 (φ

(0)
T ) + ϵ2

V (2)
3 (φ

(0)
T )− 1

2

(
V

(1)′

3 (φ
(0)
T )
)2

V
(0)′′

3 (φ
(0)
T )

+ O(ϵ3) . (24)

Since S3[φc] is computed perturbatively, the nucleation temperature T∗ as defined in
Eq. (21), is also field-redefinition invariant. This, together with a correct perturbative
estimation of V3(φT ), guarantees that the strength parameter α is also field-redefinition
invariant, even if this parameter is not precisely expanded perturbatively as a whole.
In any case, errors in the estimation of α are smaller than O(ϵ2) in our formal power
counting.

4 Results

In order to get a first indication of the impact of higher-dimensional operators on the
aforementioned parameters, we proceed as follows. We take the results of Ref. [57], which
provides a thorough scan of a simplified 3D model without effective interactions, given by

L3 =
1

2
(∂φ)2 +

1

2

(
m2 +

g2T 2

6

)
φ2 + κ

√
Tφ3 + λTφ4 . (25)

This scan includes values of α, m2
3, κ3 and λ3 at T∗ Given g, then m2, κ and λ can be

obtained straightforwardly. For each point with α > 0.1, m/(πT∗) < 1 and κ/(πT∗) < 1,
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Figure 4: Several plots comparing PT parameters with and without effective operators
(EO): curves of T∗ (top left), α (top right) and β/H∗ (bottom left) as a function of g.
We use two different models, with parameters (m2, κ, λ)A = (20 000 GeV2,−40 GeV, 0.01)
and (m2, κ, λ)B = (31 643.5 GeV2,−71.1 GeV, 0.045). In the bottom right, we plot the
curve of the perturbative bounce action as a function of T with and without effective
operators for model B and g = 1.0, where the PT does not occur if these interactions
are not considered. The vertical lines represent gmax, defined as the value of g at which
V

(2)
3 (φ

(0)
T )/V

(1)
3 (φ

(0)
T ) ∼ 0.5, implying a (safe) limit on the validity of the EFT.

namely a strong PT within the regime of validity of the EFT, we compute the minimum
value of g for which β/H∗ > 0. Negative values of this magnitude point out to a breaking
of the assumption that the transition rate grows exponentially with T . These scenarios
and their relation to supercooled PTs have recently been discussed in the literature [58].
In this work, we shall only consider PTs where β/H∗ > 0.

Next, we include an effective interaction term φ6 to the potential, with its Wilson
coefficient given by the matching Eq. (4). For the minimum g, we compute the (mini-

mum) value of V
(1)
3 (φ

(0)
T )/V

(0)
3 (φ

(0)
T ) as well as the shift in φT after including this effective

operator. These quantities (both related to the value of the strength parameter α) give
an indication of how large effective-operator corrections can be. They are shown in Fig. 3.
It is evident that large values of α correlate with large corrections in both cases.

Returning to the complete model in Eq. (2), we use the same 4D Lagrangian pa-
rameters extracted from the scan and we compute T∗, α and β/H∗ as functions of g
taking correctly into account the effective interactions. We show these quantities in two
representative cases in Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: Left: Sound wave gravitational wave power spectra for model A (see caption
in Fig. 4) at gAmax = 0.722 and at two different vw, with and without effective operators
(EO). Right: Same, but for model B at g = 0.955, close to the maximum g such that a
PT occurs without effective operators; see the text for details.

The plots represent a common trend we observe: in most cases, the PT takes place
for a wider range of values of g (generally allowing for larger values of α) when effective
operators are included. To inspect this finding in more detail, we also show the evolution
of S3[φc] as a function of T for a value of g in model B, where including effective operators
allows for PTs for a wider range of g.3

It should be now clear that the effective interactions tend to bend the curve of bounce
action versus T , so that it now reaches the value of ∼ 100 in a larger range of g. As we
anticipated from the preliminary test in Fig. 3, it is also apparent that, when α is relatively
large, the predictions for the PT parameters with and without effective operators can be
drastically different. This, in turn, has an enormous impact on the GW power spectrum
resulting from these PTs. To show this, in Fig. 5 we provide plots with the predicted
GWs in two different parameter space points. To this aim, we use the equations for the
dominant (sound wave) contribution for a given frequency f , as taken from the technical
note for PTPlot [59]. Since we do not compute the bubble wall terminal velocity vw, we
provide the same plots for two different values of this magnitude set manually. We see
however, that this parameter does not introduce major relative differences between the
curves with and without effective operators, but offsets both equally.

In the plots we observe that the peak amplitude of the power spectrum changes by one
order of magnitude in the case of model A, and by up to two orders for model B, while the
peak frequency is not significantly modified for model A but is shifted by a factor of ten
for model B. The large differences we observe are due to the notable disagreement in the
estimation of the three relevant PT parameters when including effective operators: T∗, α
and β/H∗. For model A we find that ∆T∗/T∗ ≈ 0.03, ∆α/α ≈ 0.51 and ∆β/β ≈ 0.06,
while for model B we get ∆T∗/T∗ ≈ 0.20, ∆α/α ≈ −0.62 and ∆β/β ≈ 0.85.

3This trend can be roughly understood on the basis of Fig. 1: the effective terms tend to lower the
true vacuum with respect to the false one, making the PT possible.
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5 Conclusions

We have performed the dimensional reduction of a model with a real scalar and a massless
fermion, including matching corrections to effective operators in the EFT with more than
four scalars and/or more than two derivatives. The details of the matching computation
can be found in Appendix A. Subsequently, we have discussed how to compute the different
PT parameters in the presence of the effective operators; see Appendix B for in-depth
information.

On the basis of these results, we have analysed how the dynamics of strong PTs, here
defined as having α ≳ 0.1, change if effective interactions are not neglected. We have
found that the dominant effect is that, in most such parameter space points, effective
interactions allow for PTs in a wider range of values of the Yukawa coupling, which is our
power counting parameter. Equally interesting is that, there where PTs happen both in
the presence and in the absence of EFT terms, the predictions for T∗, α, β/H∗ and for
the subsequent GWs change very significantly.

Our work thus provides robust evidence of the importance of including EFT effects in
the study of strong PTs. Since we have tried to isolate as much as possible the effects of
effective interactions, we have not considered higher-loop corrections in the matching nor
in the effective potential. Incorporating these effects in a comprehensive analysis of the
parameter space of the model constitutes a possible future line of work. Other potentially
interesting avenues comprise including quantum corrections (due to light fields) in the
calculation of the effective action, in line with Refs. [60–63]; or applying these methods
to other well-motivated models and EFTs [64–69] for physics beyond the SM.
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A Detailed computations of the matching

In this appendix we show the results for the matching conditions of the 1PI correlation
functions between the UV (4D) and IR (3D) theories.

A.1 Setup

We compute off-shell n-point functions, with 1 ≤ n ≤ 8, to one-loop order in the UV
theory and match them onto the tree-level in the 3D counterpart. All diagrams with
one-loop of fermions and an odd number of external legs vanish, as they involve taking
the trace of an odd number of gamma matrices.

The Feynman rules for both theories are obtained in Minkowski space, with signature
ηµν = diag (+−−−) using FeynRules [70]. In order to change to Euclidean space, with
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gµν = δµν , we proceed as follows:

1. Split off a factor of i from every vertex.

2. Change the scalar product to Euclidean space: aµbµ → −aE · bE.

3. Change propagators from Minkowski to Euclidean space:
i

p2 −m2
→ 1

P 2 +m2
.

4. Change gamma matrices to Euclidean space: γµ → iγµE.

From now on, it is implicit that we are working in Euclidean space, so we do not include
the E subscript hereafter.

In the matching, we use a hard-region expansion, defined by Q2, (πT )2 ≫ P 2 ∼ m2

with Q (P ) the loop (external) momentum, of loop integrals in the (Euclidean) 4D theory.
To achieve the desired order in external momenta P , we iterate the following algebraic

identity:
1

(Q+ P )2
=

1

Q2

[
1− P 2 + 2Q · P

(Q+ P )2

]
. (26)

For example, we compute up to O(P 6) for β81 while O(P 2) for K3. In all cases, we neglect
m2/T 2 and higher orders in our expansion, as these are naturally much smaller than the
leading contribution to every operator in the matching.

With the usual definition for the sum-integral, i.e.

∑∫
≡ T

∞∑
n=−∞

∫
dq3

(2π)3
, (27)

where q are the components of the 3D momenta and n are the Matsubara modes running
in the loop, we express all our results in terms of the following 1-loop bosonic master
sum-integral in dimensional regularization:

Iβγα (d) ≡
′∑∫ (Q2

0)
β
(q2)

γ

(Q2)α
=

(
eγEµ2

4π

)ϵ
2T (2πT )d−2α+2β+2γ

(4π)d/2

Γ(d/2 + γ)Γ(−d/2 + α− γ)

Γ(d/2)Γ(α)
ζ(−d+ 2α− 2β − 2γ) . (28)

The prime denotes that we are summing over all non-zero thermal modes, as the zero
mode contribution cancels with loop contributions to the same diagrams in the 3D EFT
when matching. Practically, however,

∑∫ ′ “=”
∑∫

at one-loop, since the scalar zero mode
contribution to the loop integrals in the hard-region expansion will always be a scaleless
integral, which vanishes in dimensional regularization.

The master 1-loop fermionic sum-integral is related to the previous one through

Îβγα (d) = (22α−2β−2γ−d − 1) Iβγα (d) . (29)

As we will regularize the sum-integrals using dimensional regularization, we shall set
d = 3− 2ϵ in all sum-integrals and skip the d argument.

Let us compute, as an example, the hard-region contribution of the cubic scalar term
in Eq. (1) to the 2-point function up to O (P 6):

12



=
(−3!κ)2

2

′∑∫ 1

Q2 +m2

1

(Q+ P )2 +m2
≃ 18κ2

′∑∫ 1

Q2(Q+ P )2

≃ 18κ2
′∑∫ 1

Q4

[
1− P 2

Q2
+
P 4

Q4
+

4 (P ·Q)2

Q4
− P 6

Q6
− 12P 2 (P ·Q)2

Q6

+
24P 4 (P ·Q)2

Q8
+

16 (P ·Q)4

Q8
− 80P 2 (P ·Q)4

Q10
+

64 (P ·Q)6

Q12

]
(30)

where we have removed all integrals odd in Q. Now, we apply the following tensor
reduction formulae to the product of momenta:

QiQj = gij
Q2

d
, (31)

QiQjQkQl = gijkl
Q4

d2 + 2d
, (32)

QiQjQkQlQmQn = gijklmn
Q6

d3 + 6d2 + 8d
, (33)

where gi1i2...in is the totally symmetric combination of (3-dimensional Euclidean) metric
tensors. Finally, we rewrite the sum integral in terms of the master sum-integrals in Eq.
(28), obtaining

=18κ2
[
I002 +

1

3
P 2
(
I003 − 4I104

)
+

1

5
P 4
(
I004 − 12I105 + 16I206

)
+
1

7
P 6
(
I005 − 24I106 + 80I207 − 64I308

)]
. (34)

The corresponding amplitude in the 3D EFT reads:

= −m2
3 −K3P

2 + 2β61P
4 + 2P 6β81 , (35)

from where it is straightforward to derive the corresponding matching corrections for K3,
m2

3, β61 and β81 :

K3 = −18

3
κ2
(
Ī003 − 4I104

)
, m2

3 = −18κ2Ī002 , (36)

β61 =
9

5
κ2
(
Ī004 − 12Ī105 + 16Ī206

)
, β81 =

9

7
κ2
(
Ī005 − 24Ī106 + 80Ī207 − 64Ī308

)
. (37)

The Īβγα denote the the non-divergent part of the sum-integral Iβγα in the MS subtraction
scheme. Note how, since I002 is purely divergent, the cubic term contribution to m2

3 does
not appear in the complete matching in Eq. (39).
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A.2 Matching

A more general 3D EFT Lagrangian for the scalar zero mode φ than the one presented
in Eq. (2) also includes the following Z2-breaking effective operators:

L (d=5)
3 = α51φ

5 + β51φ
2∂2φ ,

L (d=7)
3 = α71φ

7 + β71φ
4∂2φ+ β72φ

(
∂2φ

)2
+ β73 (∂ϕ)

2 ∂2φ .

We now present the matching conditions obtained by equating the non-divergent part
of the 1PI diagrams in the UV theory up to one-loop and the tree-level in the complete 3D
theory. We choose an appropriate matching scale µ = 4πTe−γE , where γE is the Euler-
Mascheroni constant, so that all logarithms vanish. Furthermore, since [ϕ] = [

√
Tφ] = 1,

we include the appropriate factors of T to match the energy dimensions between the
amplitudes in the matching.

In Figs. 6–13, we show the representative topologies of the 1PI diagrams in the UV
theory. The dotted line represents the zero mode of the scalar, the dashed line represents
all scalar modes and the solid line, all fermion modes. We compute the corresponding
n-point functions off-shell, Γ

(n)
UV (1-loop) and Γ

(n)
IR (tree-level), using FeynArts [71] and

FeynCalc [72]. We assume the following power counting [30]: P 2/T 2 ∼ m2/T 2 ∼ κ/T ∼
λ ∼ g2, and calculate the aforementioned diagrams to O(g8).

We match n-point functions in powers of external momenta and obtain the matching
relations below, which reproduce Eqs. (3)–(6) in the limit of vanishing κ and λ:

σ3 =
1

4
κT 3/2 ; (38)

K3 = 1 +
g2

12π2
+

3ζ(3)κ2

64π4T 2
, m2

3 = m2 +
g2T 2

6
+ λT 2 , κ3 = κ

√
T , λ3 = λT ; (39)

α51 = −81κ3λζ(5)

64π6T 5/2
+

27κλ2ζ(3)

8π4
√
T

,

β51 =
27κ3ζ(5)

1024π6T 7/2
− 3κλζ(3)

32π4T 3/2
; (40)

α61 = −7g6ζ(3)

192π4
+

1215κ4λζ(7)

1024π8T 4
− 243κ2λ2ζ(5)

64π6T 2
+

9λ3ζ(3)

4π4
,

β61 = − 7g2ζ(3)

384π4T 2
− 9κ2ζ(5)

10240π6T 4
,

β62 =
35g4ζ(3)

576π4T
− 135κ4ζ(7)

4096π8T 5
+

45κ2λζ(5)

256π6T 3
− λ2ζ(3)

8π4T
; (41)

α71 = −81κλ3ζ(5)

16π6T 3/2
,

β71 = −1215κ3λζ(7)

4096π8T 9/2
+

27κλ2ζ(5)

64π6T 5/2
,

β72 = − 9κλζ(5)

1280π6T 7/2
+

27κ3ζ(7)

8192π8T 11/2
,

β73 = − 9κλζ(5)

1280π6T 7/2
+

9κ3ζ(7)

4096π8T 11/2
; (42)
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α81 =
31g8ζ(5)

2048π6T
,

α82 = − 31g4ζ(5)

10240π6T 3
− 189κ4ζ(9)

131072π10T 7
+

9κ2λζ(7)

1024π8T 5
− 9λ2ζ(5)

640π6T 3
,

β81 = − 31g2ζ(5)

10240π6T 4
− 9κ2ζ(7)

229376π8T 6
,

β82 =
217g4ζ(5)

20480π6T 3
− 315κ4ζ(9)

262144π10T 7
+

9κ2λζ(7)

2048π8T 5
+

3λ2ζ(5)

1280π6T 3
,

β83 =
279g4ζ(5)

20480π6T 3
− 945κ4ζ(9)

262144π10T 7
+

45κ2λζ(7)

4096π8T 5
− 9λ2ζ(5)

1280π6T 3
,

β84 = −217g6ζ(5)

5120π6T 2
− 1053κ2λ2ζ(7)

1024π8T 4
+

27λ3ζ(5)

80π6T 2
. (43)

We do not present here the amplitudes in each theory for the sake of readability, as
the UV contain tens of terms when expanding to higher orders in external momenta.

We would now like to have a measure of how relevant scalar loops are compared to
fermion loops in the matching. Since loops in the EFT Lagrangian with (L ϕψ

3 ) and
without (L ψ

3 ) scalar contributions generate different EFT operators off-shell, we make
the comparison in the physical basis in which redundancies are eliminated.

For this purpose, we first remove the tadpole from L ϕψ
3 through a constant shift of the

field φ→ φ+ a, where a is perturbatively calculated so the tadpole term vanishes. Next,
we canonically normalize the Lagrangian by taking φ → φ/

√
K3. Finally, we perform

the appropriate field redefinitions to remove the redundant operators as described in
Section 2. An analogous procedure with L ψ

3 , in which case the tadpole term is absent,
leads to Eqs. (7)–(14).

For every physical Wilson coefficient we compute the relative difference ∆i of fermion
loop contributions cψi as compared to the joint contribution of fermions and scalars cϕψi ,
that is:

∆i =
cψi − cϕψi
cϕψi

(44)

for sizable values of the Yukawa coupling, g. Since this coefficient controls the relevance
of the fermion loops in the matching, we expect that for g ∼ 1, where strong PTs occur,
including scalars will not change the physical coefficients significantly. Indeed, for exam-
ple, for model B (see Fig. 4) with g = 1 and for a reference temperature of T = 100 GeV,
we find that ∆51 ≈ 0.07, ∆61 ≈ 0.09, ∆71 ≈ 0.05, ∆81 ≈ 0.001 and ∆82 ≈ 0.01.
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Figure 6: One-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).

Figure 7: Two-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).

Figure 8: Three-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).

Figure 9: Four-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).

Figure 10: Five-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).

Figure 11: Six-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).

Figure 12: Seven-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).

Figure 13: Eight-point 1PI diagrams up to one-loop order in the UV theory (1).
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B Perturbative bounce

We provide here a derivation of the equations defining the perturbative bounce solution
and the corresponding bounce action.

B.1 Equations of motion and bounce action

Let us now consider the perturbative expansion of a generic functional of the fields ϕ:

F [ϕ] = F (0)[ϕ] + ϵF (1)[ϕ] + ϵ2F (2)[ϕ] + O(ϵ3). (45)

We will apply the arguments here to two concrete functionals F : the action S, and its
functional derivative

Ex[ϕ] =
δS

δφ(x)

∣∣∣∣
ϕ

. (46)

Both of them admit a functional Taylor series expansion of S around any function ϕ, as

F [ϕ+ η] = F [ϕ] +

∫
dx

δF

δϕ(x)
η(x) +

1

2

∫
dxdy

δ2F

δϕ(x)δϕ(y)
η(x)η(y) + O(η3) , (47)

for small enough η, and where all variational derivatives are evaluated at ϕ. If we choose
ϕ = φ

(0)
c and η = ϵφ

(1)
c + ϵ2φ

(2)
c + O(ϵ3), the expansion becomes

F [φc] = F [φ(0)] + ϵ
δF

δφx

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

φ(1)
x + ϵ2

(
δF

δφx

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

φ(2)
x +

1

2

δ2F

δφxδφy

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

φ(1)
x φ(1)

y

)
+ O(ϵ3) ,

(48)
where we have used the shorthand notation δF

δφx
fx ≡

∫
dx δF

δφ(x)
f(x). For the sake of brevity,

we have also omitted the subindex c in φ
(i)
c , and all variational derivatives are understood

to be evaluated at φ
(0)
c . We use these conventions for the rest of this appendix. Now,

using the expansion of F itself in ϵ, the final perturbative expansion of F evaluated at
φc reads:

F [φc] = F (0)[φ(0)] + ϵ

(
F (1)[φ(0)] +

δF (0)

δφx
φ(1)
x

)
+ ϵ2

(
F (2)[φ(0)] +

δF (0)

δφx
φ(2)
x +

δF (1)

δφx
φ(1)
x +

1

2

δ2F (0)

δφxδφy
φ(1)
x φ(1)

y

)
+ O(ϵ3) . (49)

Since φc is an extremal of S, we have that Ex[φc] = 0 for all x. Thus, setting F = Ex
in Eq. (49), one obtains that the coefficient of each power of ϵ must vanish. This leads
to a set of functional equations that fix, at each order ϵi, the function φ(i). From the
zeroth-order coefficient, we read that φ(0) is actually an extremal of S(0):

E (0)
x [φ(0)] =

δS(0)

δφ(x)

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

= 0 . (50)

Likewise, from the first order term, we obtain:

E (1)
x [φ(0)] +

δE (0)
x

δφy
φ(1)
y = 0 =⇒ δS(1)

δφ(x)

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

+

∫
dy

δ2S(0)

δφ(y)δφ(x)

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

φ(1)(y) = 0 . (51)
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These functional equations can be transformed into ordinary differential equations if the
action is local, i.e.

S(i)[φ] =

∫
dx L (i)(φ, ∂µφ, ∂µ∂νφ, . . . ) . (52)

In this case, both Eq. (50) and the first term of Eq. (51), corresponding to the first
functional derivative of S(0) and S(1), can be handled just applying the generalized Euler-
Lagrange equations:

δS(i)

δφ
=
∂L (i)

∂φ
− ∂µ

(
∂L (i)

∂(∂µφ)

)
+ ∂µ∂ν

(
∂L (i)

∂(∂µ∂νφ)

)
+ . . . . (53)

Notice that Eq. (53), when evaluated at φ(0), is in general non-vanishing because φ(0) is
a solution of the EOM for S(0), and not for S(i) with i ̸= 0.

The second functional derivative (which appears in the second term of Eq. (51)), can
be computed as the coefficient of η(x)η(y)/2 in the expansion of a local S[φ(x) + εη(x)]
in powers of ε, with η(x) being a generic function. By doing so, and taking into account
that the second functional derivative appears under a double integral (e.g., in x and y),
it is possible to find the following formal expression:

δ2S(0)

δφ(x)δφ(y)
=

[
∂2L (0)

∂φ2
− ∂µ

(
∂2L (0)

∂φ∂(∂µφ)

)]
δxy

− ∂µ

(
∂2L (0)

∂(∂µφ)∂(∂νφ)

)
∂

∂yν
(δxy)−

(
∂2L (0)

∂(∂µφ)∂(∂νφ)

)
∂2

∂xµ∂yν
(δxy) , (54)

where δxy ≡ δ(x− y) is the Dirac delta and we have supposed that L (0) only depends on
the field and its first derivative. When multiplied by another function f(y) and integrated
over y, we can make use of integration by parts to leave no derivatives acting on δxy, thus
obtaining first and second derivatives of f(y). Finally, the δxy cancels out the integral over
y; hence all functions are evaluated on a single variable x. This way, Eq. (51) becomes a
second order differential equation for φ(1)(x).

We now switch to the case F = S. Altogether, using Eqs. (50) and (51), with
the appropriate transformations just described, into the perturbative expansion for S in
Eq. (49), we find a simplified expression for S[φc]:

S[φc] = S(0)[φ(0)] + ϵ S(1)[φ(0)] + ϵ2
(
S(2)[φ(0)] +

1

2

δS(1)

δφx
φ(1)
x

)
+ O(ϵ3) . (55)

In order to clarify the use of these equations, we show explicitly how to get from
Eq. (51) to Eq. (19). First, since φ has radial symmetry, the action can be written as
S = 4π

∫
dr r2L. Thus, the second term in Eq. (51) can be written as follows:∫

dr′
δ2S(0)

δφ(r)δφ(r′)

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

φ(1)(r′) = 4πr2
[(

∂2L (0)

∂φ2
− ∂r

∂2L (0)

∂φ∂φ̇
− 2

r

∂2L (0)

∂φ∂φ̇

)
φ(1)(r)

−
(
∂r
∂2L (0)

∂φ̇2
+

2

r

∂2L (0)

∂φ̇2

)
φ̇(1)(r)−

(
∂2L (0)

∂φ̇2

)
φ̈(1)(r)

]
, (56)

where we have used integration-by-parts to remove derivatives of δrr′ . Also, we use φ̇ to
represent the derivative of φ with respect to r. If L (0) has only a kinetic term and a
potential, i.e., L (0) = 1

2
(∂rφ)

2 + V (0)(φ), we finally get:∫
dr′

δ2S(0)

δφ(r)δφ(r′)

∣∣∣∣
φ(0)

φ(1)(r′) = 4πr2
[
V (0)′′(φ(0)) φ(1)(r)− 2

r
φ̇(1)(r)− φ̈(1)(r)

]
, (57)
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from which we immediately obtain Eq. (19) upon inserting this into Eq. (51).

B.2 Boundary conditions

In order to fully characterise the perturbative bounce, we need to discuss the (perturba-
tive) boundary conditions. Generally, we have that φ̇c(0) = 0 and limr→∞ φc(r) = φF
with φc(0) ̸= φF . From the first condition, we obtain:

0 = φ̇c(0) = φ̇(0)(0) + ϵφ̇(1)(0) + ϵ2φ̇(2)(0) + . . . , (58)

Given that ϵ is arbitrary, it must be the case that φ̇(n)(0) = 0 for every n ∈ N. The second
condition is the statement that, as r → ∞, the value of φc approaches the false minimum
of the potential V . Essentially, the only thing we need to do is to minimise the potential
in a consistent perturbative way. The process is very similar to the one described earlier,
but applied to a plain function V instead of a functional S. Indeed, let

V = V (0) + ϵV (1) + ϵ2V (2) + . . . , lim
r→∞

φc(r) ≡ φ∞ = φ(0)
∞ + ϵφ(1)

∞ + ϵ2φ(2)
∞ + . . . , (59)

be the potential and the asymptotic value of the solution as r → ∞, both expanded in
the perturbative parameter ϵ. Then, Taylor expanding in V ′(φ∞) for ϵ≪ 1 and collecting
ϵ terms, we arrive at:

V ′(φ∞) = V (0)′(φ(0)
∞ ) + ϵ

(
V (1)′(φ(0)

∞ ) + V (0)′′(φ(0)
∞ ) φ(1)

∞

)
+ ϵ2

{
V (2)′(φ(0)

∞ ) + V (0)′′(φ(0)
∞ ) φ(2)

∞ + V (1)′′(φ(0)
∞ ) φ(1)

∞ +
1

2
V (0)′′′(φ(0)

∞ )
(
φ(1)
∞
)2}

+O(ϵ3) .

(60)

Since φ∞ minimises V , then V ′(φ∞) = 0 holds, and, being ϵ an arbitrary parameter, it
has to do it order by order in ϵ. For instance,

V (0)′(φ(0)
∞ ) = 0 , and φ(1)

∞ = − V (1)′(φ
(0)
∞ )

V (0)′′(φ
(0)
∞ )

. (61)

Hence, each term in the perturbative bounce solution is uniquely characterized by the
differential equations coming from Eq. (49) upon replacing S with δS/δφ, together with

the boundary conditions φ̇(i)(0) = 0, limr→∞ φ(i)(r) = φ
(i)
∞ , where φ

(i)
∞ satisfy the algebraic

identities that Eq. (60) entails. Notice that φ(0) is actually the bounce solution of S(0).

B.3 Results to arbitrary order

In this final section, we deduce a general formula for the coefficient of any given order in
the expansion in power of ϵ of a generic functional around an extremal. This generalizes
both Eq. (55) and Eq. (59). Let

G [φ] =
∞∑
i=0

ϵiG (i)[φ] , φ =
∞∑
i=0

ϵiφ(i) , (62)

and consider the Taylor expansion

G [φ] = G [φ(0)] +
∞∑
n=1

1

n!

δnG

δφn
(φ− φ(0))n , (63)
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where

δnG

δφi
(φ−φ(0))n ≡

∫
dx1 . . . dxn

δnG

δφ(x1) . . . δφ(xn)

[
φ(x1)− φ(0)(x1)

]
. . .
[
φ(xn)− φ(0)(xn)

]
.

(64)
This series expansion is also valid for plain functions instead of functionals, just replacing
δ for ∂ in Eq. (63). Writing Gi ≡ Gi[φ(0)], we have:

G [φ] =
∞∑
i=0

ϵiGi +
∞∑
n=1

∞∑
i=0

ϵi

n!

δnGi
δφn

(
∞∑
j=1

ϵjφ(j)

)n

. (65)

Now, the expansion of the n-th power in the last part of the expression reads:(
∞∑
j=1

φ(j)

)n

=
∞∑
k=n

ϵk

 ∑
r1+···+rn=k
1≤r1,...,rn≤k

φ(r1) . . . φ(rn)

 , (66)

where {r1, . . . , rn} is a sequence of n non-negative integers.
Notice that a permutation of the same sequence does not alter the result inside the

sum. So, we can sort the sequence in a canonical way and simply add a factor accounting
for the number of possible permutations. This way, the counting of the possibilities for
the different r1, . . . , rn is drastically reduced. If we define {t1, . . . , tm} to be the sequence
r after removing duplicate elements and si the number of times that ti appears in r, then
the number of possible permutations is given by the multinomial coefficient(

n

s1, . . . , sm

)
=

n!

s1! . . . sm!
. (67)

Putting all together, the expression in Eq. (65) reads:

G [φ] =
∞∑
i=0

ϵiGi +
∞∑
n=1

∞∑
i=0

∞∑
k=n

ϵi+k

n!

δnGi
δφn

∑
r1+···+rn=k

1≤r1≤···≤rn≤k

n!

s1! . . . sm!

(
φ(t1)

)s1
. . .
(
φ(tm)

)sm
=

∞∑
i=0

ϵiGi +
∞∑
n=1

∞∑
i,k=0

ϵi+k+n

n!

δnGi
δφn

∑
r1+···+rn=k+n

1≤r1≤···≤rn≤k+n

n!

s1! . . . sm!

(
φ(t1)

)s1
. . .
(
φ(tm)

)sm
.

(68)

Finally, we can do a renaming of the indices, such that α = i+ k + n, obtaining:

G [φ] =
∞∑
α=0

Gα +
α∑
n=1

α−n∑
i=0

1

n!

δnGi
δφn

∑
r1+···+rn=α−i

1≤r1≤···≤rn≤α−i

n!

s1! . . . sm!

(
φ(t1)

)s1
. . .
(
φ(tm)

)sm ϵα .

(69)
All perturbative bounce computations can be easily derived from here. Thus, the differ-
ential equation for φ(n) results from replacing G by δS

δφ
and equating the n-th order of ϵ

to zero. Likewise, the boundary condition as r → ∞ for φ(n) comes from replacing G by
V ′.

For practical purposes, though, in this work we have implemented a Mathematica

code which automatically computes variational derivatives to any order and gives the
right coefficient in ϵ in the perturbative expansion.
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